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TreeSavingsPlan
Shaping the future tree by tree
Become a TreeSaver now!
With the TreeSavingsPlan, you convert fallow, denatured land in
Panama into forests and after approximately 25 years you‘ll earn
truly green profits. You decide how much land you reforest. You
can get started with an investment as low as 38 euros per month.
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Monthly rate

125 m2

38 €

12 months rates

456 €

Single payment

250 m2

75 €

900 €

796 €

2.440 €

375 m2

111 €

1.332 €

1.194 €

3.660 €

If you decide to pay in instalments, the more land you have reforested by us, the more you save. It will be
even cheaper for you if you choose the single payment. Depending on the payment method and size of
the area, a total return of up to 307 percent is forecast. There are no guarantees for these forecasts, as we
work hand in hand with nature, which can present one or the other natural risk.

The TreeSavingsPlan covers one planting year and is automatically
renewed for another, unless one of the two parties terminates this
agreement by September 30th.

Ideal for small budgets: monthly instalments are possible at
only 38 euros
Up to 4.6 percent return (IRR*) with normal course and
single payment
Projected yield per 125 square metres: approx. 1,220 euros
Contract term of approximately 25 years
*IRR (Internal Rate of Return) is a dynamic
investment calculation procedure that allows
the calculation of an average annual return.
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1.220 €

398 €

Your TreeSavingsPlan does good for:

- nachhaltig bewirtschaftete
- nachhaltig bewirtschaftete

Return forecast
after approx. 25 years

Saving trees and protecting the climate is so easy
The payment for the smallest TreeSavingsPlan is made in twelve
monthly instalments of 38 euros each – or as a single payment of
398 euros. In return, we plant, nurture and care for approximately
twelve trees on an area of 125 square metres. If you decide yourself
for a larger TreeSavingsPlan contract, we will accordingly take care
of more trees on a larger area. We harvest your trees after about 25 SIE
Sie forest
investieren bei uns
years – of course without clear-cutting, so that a near-natural
remains. The proceeds from the timber sale are transferred to the
bank account as indicated by you.
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The trees strengthen the water
storage and filter function of the
KUNDENforest and contribute toAUSZAHLUNGEN
erosion
protection
> 7 Mio. Euro
Every tree harvested and sold
from a sustainably managed
forest protects other trees from
being cut down from a precious
rainforest
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Every tree is a
benefit - for our climate,
environment and for you
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native trees, which contribute to
the biodiversity in the region
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the local and global climate

Our forests store about 530
thousand tons of climatedamaging carbon dioxide; these
KUNDENare only theMITARBEITERINNEN
tons certified byMITARBEITERINNEN
AUSZAHLUNGEN
„The
Gold
Standard“,
150the real CO2 150
> 7 Mio. Euro
sequestration of the forests is
much higher
You can calculate online how
much CO2 your TreeSavingsPlan
sequesters

ensure safe and fair paid jobs in
regions where they are urgently
needed
In some Panamanian regions
ForestFinance is one of the most
important employers and creates
improved living conditions for
many families
We support social projects and
environmental protection,
including educational programmes
to establish sustainable forest
management in Panama
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ForestFinance
The TreeSavingsPlan can be
gebund

flexibly adapted to different
budgets starting with small
contributions
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8.000 ha
8.000 ha
You can visit your TreeSavings 2.000
forest at any time in Panama –10 Kakao
and see it even easier online via
your own customer login

Our ProtectionForest – home to very rare and valuable mangroves
– is also located in Panama. It makes rainforest and climate

A win-win investment for everyone!
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protection possible even with small donations.

We at the ForestFinance Group built forests on four continents.
All our forests are certified and meet the highest standards of
sustainability and quality.

The seeds

from which we grow the
seedlings of native and
site-appropriate precious
wood trees come from our
own forests.

Bee colonies on our fincas promote biodiversity
through their pollination activity.

Before and after picture: This is how a
ForestFinance finca changes in ten years!
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Products from wood

The wood is used to make wooden
elements such as steps, doors,
furniture, like this very robust
garden set, or even entire houses.
You can find a part of the wood
products at www.TreeShop.de.

Tree nursery

We grow the seedlings in our
own nurseries and care for
them until they are large
enough to be planted out.
In the picture you can see
them being repotted into
larger containers.
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Our work since 1995

Maintenance

As soon as the seedlings are strong
enough, they are planted on fallow land
– often former cattle pastures – and
carefully tended. Here, our employee
is clearing the seedlings of weeds. The
bushes may remain a green strip on the
right and left.

These delimbed Almendro trees
are four years old. Our forestry
employees routinely keep the
paths and firebreaks clear and
carry out regular fire checks,
especially during the dry season.
They record the growth data of
the trees in monitoring systems.
We report annually, alternating
between activity and growth
reports on the development of
the trees to our customers.
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The forests

That‘s how one of our younger
Panamanian forests look like from
above. After several thinnings, the
forest managers determine the
right time for the final harvest –
approximately 25 years after the
afforestation. The timber is
selectively removed; what remains
is a species-rich mixed forest.

Wood

The harvested and certified
precious wood is sold directly or
processed professionally in our
own woodworking centre which
includes a sawmill. The yields from
the sale of the wood is given to
our investors.

We have been active in Panama since 1995 and also manage
many thousands of hectares in Colombia, Peru, Vietnam, Germany
and Morocco. We have designated more than 2,000 hectares as
protected areas – including precious mangrove forests in Panama
– and planted more than ten million trees worldwide.
With more than 22,000 customers and 25 years of experience,
the ForestFinance Group is one of the leading providers of direct
forest investments in Europe and has already paid out several
times yields from its own forests to investors.
We are one of the first companies in the world whose areas have
received the most prestigious standard for land use projects,
which includes both social and ecological aspects and measurably
contributes to the implementation of the UN sustainability goals
(SDGs), the „Gold Standard“.
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Risks:
The purchase of this direct investment is linked to significant risks and can even lead to the total loss of the invested capital. For example, there may be crop failures
or the forests may be destroyed by natural events such as fire, drought or inclement weather. For this product, there is no stock market comparable to the stock exchange (limited
fungibility); an individual sale of the investment prior to the maturity of the contract is therefore not guaranteed and may result in considerable financial losses. ForestFinance has, to
the best of its knowledge, determined and provided all information and taken all conceivable measures to prevent the occurrence of risks. Nevertheless, no guarantee can be given for
the occurrence of forecasts, calculations etc. which have been made.
16-03-2020 (E) Changes, errors or misprints reserved. This information sheet is an advertising communication which makes no claim to completeness.
A detailed description including the associated opportunities and risks can be found at www.forestfinance.com.

Contact
ForestFinance Service Centre
Eifelstraße 14, D-53119 Bonn
Tel.: +49 228 / 943 778 27
Fax: +49 228 / 943 778 20
info@forestfinance.com
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